Instructions: Answer the questions for each map. Be prepared to write a paragraph that answers the essential question.

Map Set 1: Physical Geography and Climate of Mexico

**Mexico's Climate**

1. What is the main difference between north and south Mexico’s climate?
2. How might this impact travel and communication in Mexico?
Map Set 2: Political Maps of Mexico

Ancient Civilizations of Mexico

Modern Mexican States
1. What parts of Mexico did ancient civilizations mostly occupy?

2. Where is the capital of Mexico? Where is this located in regards to the ancient civilizations of Mexico?

3. Based on geography and climate of the land, why did these civilizations rise in these parts of Mexico?

**Map Set 3: Population Maps**

**Mexico Population Density Map**

![Mexico population density map](image)

**Indigenous (Native) Mexican populations**

![Indigenous Population by State](image)
1. Where do most people in Mexico live?

2. What States are home to the largest number of indigenous populations?

3. What states are home to the highest concentration of poverty?

4. What conclusions in regards to poverty can we draw based on these maps?
Map Set 4: Natural Resources & Agriculture
Mining & Industry and Agriculture in Modern Mexico
1. What are the main differences between the economies of the north and the south?

2. How might these maps help explain poverty rates in Mexico?

Now, based on the evidence that you have collected, write a well written paragraph that explains some factors that may have led to the poverty in southern Mexico. Use specific evidence from the maps to support your answer.